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The Ocean of Automotive Challenges

Hurricane of mobility services

Thought Leader

Driving forces of change

Pirates of the IT
Accelerated digitalization, advanced cloud architectures and the need 
for a workforce with all-inclusive skill-sets are distorting the boundaries 
between central IT functions and business departments.

Hurricane of mobility services
E-mobility, connectivity and autonomous driving lead to new service 
requirements related to infrastructure, insurance, maintenance and 
entertainment, redefining established markets.

Tidal wave of software innovation
Software is becoming the predominant factor for product development 
due to increasing software in vehicles and reduced hardware complexity 
in e-mobility.

Storm of automation
Digitalization in production and logistics (autonomous systems) leads to 
a massive decrease in „blue-collar“ workers.

Cliff of collaboration
Further collaboration between OEMs, Big Tech firms and specialized 
start-ups is indispensable for fulfilling the rising needs of software know-
how, new technologies and specific human capital.

Sandbank of direct customer interaction
New digital distribution channels and direct customer contacts are 
leading to a rapid rise of direct OEM sales, dramatically weakening 
retailers‘ role and relevance.

Deserted Shipyard of traditional After Sales
Data-based error detection, over-the-air updates and individualization, 
and reduced hardware complexity are opening the After Sales market 
for new services, new business models and new entrants.

Wreck of Administration
As a result of Big Data and Machine Learning, manual transactions in 
IT systems will become obsolete, heavily influencing organizations and 
their „white-collar“ workers worldwide.

Purpose Islands
The emerging movements for more sustainability, increased environ-
mental awareness & human rights equality are pushing companies 
away from pure profit maximization to more purpose-driven corporate 
decisions.

Leaders required to manage change

Social Leader 
or People Leader

Process Leader Results Leader Data Leader 

Gas Stations

Owners

Tech Start-Ups

Big-Techs

OEMs


